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The dynamical generation of complex correlations in quantum many-body systems is of renewed
interest in the context of quantum chaos, where the out-of-time-ordered (OTO) correlation function
appears as a convenient measure of scrambling. To detect the the transition from scrambling to
many-body localization, the latter of which has limited dynamical complexity and is often classically
simulatable, we develop both exact and approximate methods to compute OTO correlators for
arbitrary universal quantum circuits. We take advantage of the mapping of quantum circuits to
the dynamics of interacting fermions in one dimension, as Gaussian time evolution supplemented
by quartic interaction gates. In this framework, the OTO correlator can be calculated exactly as a
superposition of exponentially many Gaussian-fermionic trajectories in the number of interaction
gates. We develop a variationally-optimized, Gaussian approximation to the spatial propagation of
an initially-local operator by restriction to the fastest-traveling fermionic modes, in a similar spirit
as light-front computational methods in quantum field theory. We demonstrate that our method
can detect the many-body localization transitions of generally time-dependent dynamics without
the need for perturbatively weak interactions.
I. INTRODUCTION
By now it is well-understood that quantum effects play
a prominent role for information propagation in many-
body systems. Namely, the rate at which local distur-
bances propagate into nonlocal degrees of freedom —
or scramble — under unitary dynamics is limited by
the Lieb-Robinson bound [1]. This endows the system
with an effective “speed of light,” even without any in-
vocation of relativity a priori. This uniquely quantum
phenomenon follows from the locality structure of the
Hamiltonian alone, and therefore is a ubiquitous prop-
erty among quantum lattice systems.
A natural question, then, is how Lieb-Robinson-
bounded propagation of quantum information will affect
the performance of a quantum computer. As any practi-
cal realization of a quantum circuit will naturally possess
some inherent notion of locality due to its connectivity
structure, it seems obvious that there is a minimum cir-
cuit depth before the system will be able to access any
given extensively nonlocal degree of freedom. This is sim-
ply the number of gate layers needed for the support of a
local observable to interact with every qubit in the sys-
tem. However, it may be possible for a more stringent
bound to hold due to the particular nature of the dy-
namics as well. An analogous situation can be seen in
the many-body-localized regime for Hamiltonian dynam-
ics in the presence of a disordered local field and per-
turbatively weak interactions [2–5]. In such systems, the
support of a disturbance will propagate logarithmically,
rather than linearly, with time [6–9]. The minimum time
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needed for the system to access extensively nonlocal de-
grees of freedom in this case is therefore exponential in
the system size. Since strong quantum correlations can-
not be built quickly, such systems admit many properties
which are classically simulatable [10–14]. We therefore
ask whether a transition to many-body-localized behav-
ior exists in quantum circuits. Such a transition would
be tantamount to a complexity transition, for which a full
understanding would be of great importance. Further-
more, the dynamics of quantum circuits is closely related
to that of periodically-driven Floquet systems [15, 16],
where it has been shown that many-body-localized be-
havior indeed survives [17–20].
A recent tool developed for the purpose of accessing
many-body-scrambling is the out-of-time-ordered (OTO)
correlator, which was introduced by Kitaev to model the
fast-scrambling behavior of black holes [21]. Since then,
the OTO correlator has enjoyed success in describing the
scrambling behavior of chaotic quantum systems. It has
been used, for example, to study chaotic behavior in ran-
dom quantum circuit models [22–29] — including those
with conservation laws [30, 31] — and the related dy-
namics of random-matrix models [32–34]. Conversely,
it has been shown that the OTO correlator is effective
at detecting the absence of scrambling, as seen in the
many-body localized phase [35–39]. In fact, it is argued
in Ref. [40] that the OTO correlator is uniquely-suited
to this task. Such properties make the OTO correlator
an ideal diagnostic for the many-body-localization tran-
sition in quantum circuits and ensembles thereof. Never-
theless, utilizing this quantity to detect localization with-
out a priori knowledge of such behavior in the general,
single-shot regime remains a challenge, since it would
in principle require full simulation over an exponentially
large Hilbert space. In Ref.s [41, 42], the authors utilize
matrix product operators, truncated to low bond dimen-
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2sion, to approximate the Heisenberg operator time evo-
lution and calculate the OTO correlator for scrambling
and localizing systems. This method can be viewed as a
generalization of performing gate cancellations outside of
the trivial lightcone of a quantum circuit by taking the
particular circuit dynamics into account, and approxi-
mating the circuit inside the “true lightcone” by one of
low depth. In Ref. [27], the authors observe a many-body
localization transition in a Floquet model with Haar ran-
dom local unitaries together with disordered 2-qubit in-
teractions, for which they employ a similarly clever ten-
sor network contraction scheme to reduce the complex-
ity of their quantity (which is not the OTO correlator)
by an exponential factor, though it is still exponential
overall. They also demonstrate localizing behavior in a
Floquet circuit model of random Gaussian-fermionic cir-
cuits, which admits an efficient classical simulation.
In this paper, we take advantage of the fact that any
time evolution can be written in terms of dynamics of in-
teracting fermions [43], so that the OTO correlator may
be computed as a determinental formula as studied in our
previous work for non-interacting fermions [44]. We first
derive an exact formula for the OTO correlator for uni-
versal quantum circuits, expressed in terms of Gaussian-
fermionic evolution together with fermionic “interaction”
gates, as a superposition of exponentially many free-
fermion trajectories. This formula is an alternating series
of determinants of sub-matrices of an orthogonal, sym-
metric matrix, which reflects the fact that our fermionic
interaction gates only permit transitions between certain
configurations of fermions. In a similar spirit as light-
front computational methods in quantum field theory,
we restrict our formula to keep track of only the fastest
traveling modes, allowing us to replicate the action of an
interaction gate by that of a Gaussian-fermionic circuit
coupling to a set of ancillary modes and approximate
the time-evolution efficiently (i.e. in-terms of a single
determinant). We apply our algorithm to a universal
quantum circuit model consisting of alternating layers of
non-interacting fermion evolution, and interaction gates
coupling alternating subsets of qubits, where we observe
a transition to many-body-localized behavior as we in-
crease the disorder strength. Though we consider an
ensemble-averaged Floquet model for ease of presentation
in this work, we emphasize that neither of these is neces-
sary for our algorithm. Our algorithm can be applied for
any one-dimensional nearest-neighbor quantum circuit,
without need to work in the perturbatively-interacting
regime, and without the need for super-computing re-
sources.
II. BACKGROUND
A. A. Out-of-Time-Ordered Correlator
Our figure of interest is the infinite-temperature out-
of-time-ordered (OTO) correlator, defined between two
observables A and B(t) ≡ UBU† for a system of Hilbert-
space dimension d and unitary time evolution U as
CAB(t) ≡ (4d)−1/2||[A,B(t)]||F , (1)
where ||A||F ≡
√
tr(A†A) is the Frobenius norm. When
A and B are Hermitian and unitary operators (e.g. qubit
Pauli observables), we have the relation
CAB(t)2 = 1
2
{
1− d−1 tr [AB(t)AB(t)]} . (2)
Here, we will choose A = Xbn/2c and B = Zs for qubit
s ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}. “Infinite temperature” refers to the
fact that the trace in Eq. (2) is the trace inner product
between AB(t)AB(t) and the infinite-temperature Gibbs
state d−1I. This trace term is sometimes referred to as
the OTO correlator in the literature, and CAB is called
the OTO commutator. Here we will refer to either quan-
tity as the OTO correlator, as our meaning will be clear
from context. The normalization in Eq. (1) is such that
CAB ∈ [0, 1]. CAB is further bounded by the conventional
Lieb-Robinson commutator norm by the operator-norm
inequality ||A||F ≤
√
d||A||2, as
CAB(t) ≤ 1
2
||[A,B(t)]||2 . ||A||2||B||2e−η(dAB−vt), (3)
where dAB is the initial lattice distance between A and B
(dAB = |bn/2c − s| for our choices of A and B), and the
second inequality is the Lieb-Robinson bound [1]. This
bound confines the support of B(t) to within an effective
“lightcone” of speed v, outside of which the amplitudes
of B(t) in a local operator basis decay exponentially.
As stated above, a more stringent bound than Eq. (3)
holds for many-body-localized systems. Namely, support
in such systems is confined to within a logarithmic light-
cone
CAB(t) . ||A||2||B||2e−η(dAB−v ln t). (4)
That is, disturbances take exponential time to propagate
a given distance. This behavior is intimately related to
a logarithmic spreading of entanglement [35], which is a
signature of many-body localization [4, 5, 7, 8, 11–14,
39] (further, it has been shown to be distinct from the
Anderson-localized phase [36, 37], in which the lightcone
width is constant in time [45]).
Though Eq. (3) is an upper bound, we expect CAB(t) to
give a good heuristic for the lightcone, and in fact it was
shown in Ref. [40] that the OTO correlator can detect
the logarithmic lightcone where more conventional, two-
point correlators cannot. Averages of the OTO correlator
are also useful, since they are be related to the more
familiar second Re´nyi entanglement entropy
S
(2)
M ≡ − log trM (trM ρ)2, (5)
3with respect to a subsystem M for ρ an infinite-
temperature Gibbs state quenched to the eigenbasis of
an operator A. This relation is the so-called “OTOC-
RE” theorem [35]
exp
[
−S(2)M (t)
]
=
∑
B∈M
tr [B(t)ΠAB(t)ΠA], (6)
where ΠA is the trace-normalized projector onto the
eigenbasis of A, the sum is taken over a local opera-
tor basis on M , and normalization is chosen such that∑
B∈M BijBlm = δimδlj , tr ΠA = 1. This connection was
extended to operator entanglement in Ref. [41], building
off of the work in [46], through the bound
S
(2)
M (t) ≤ − log
1− 1
2
∑
{Pj |j∈M}
C2APj (t)
 , (7)
where here, the operator entanglement is that of the
state related to the original operator by contracting the
operator on one side, say, subsystem r of the infinite-
temperature n-qubit thermofield double state
|Φ〉 = 2−n/2
∑
j∈{0,1}×n
|j〉r ⊗ |j〉r˜ (8)
and the sum taken in Eq. (7) is over all single-qubit
Pauli operators {I,X, Y, Z} supported on M . Though a
bounded second Re´nyi entropy does not guarantee a low-
bond-dimension matrix product operator approximation,
it is argued in Ref.s [41, 42] that the lightcone envelope
can be well-approximated using such a technique, since
any disturbance due to truncating the matrix product
operator to limited bond dimension cannot itself prop-
agate outside of the lightcone. See also Ref.s [46, 47],
where the averaged OTO correlator has been related to
the tripartite second Re´nyi mutual information and the
spectral form factor, respectively.
B. B. Gaussian Fermionic Evolution
We next give a brief review of Gaussian fermionic evo-
lution (also known as matchgate circuits, see Ref.s [43,
48–53] for further details), which we define in terms of the
Jordan-Wigner transformation from Pauli observables on
n qubits to Majorana operators on 2n fermionic modes,
as
c2j−1 = Z⊗(j−1)Xj c2j = Z⊗(j−1)Yj . (9)
These operators satisfy the canonical anticommutation
relations {cµ, cν} = 2δµ,νI, where δµ,ν is the Kronecker
delta. Gaussian fermionic unitaries are those of the form
Ug = exp
(
cT · h · c), where c is the column vector of Ma-
jorana operators. Unitarity and the canonical anticom-
mutation relations restrict h to be a real, antisymmetric
matrix without loss of generality.
Majorana operators are preserved under commutation
with quadratic terms, as
[cT · h · c, cµ] = (−4h · c)µ. (10)
This implies that, under Gaussian evolution, we have
U†g cµUg =
(
e−4h · c)
µ
. (11)
As h is an antisymmetric matrix, u ≡ e−4h ∈ SO(2n),
and so Majorana operators form a representation of the
group SO(2n) under Gaussian fermionic evolution. Ad-
ditional representations can be constructed from ordered
products of the Majorana operators — called Majorana
configuration operators — which we define as
C~α ≡ cα1cα2 . . . cαk , (12)
where ~α is an ordered k-tuple, for which 1 ≤ α1 < α2 <
· · · < αk ≤ 2n. Under Gaussian fermionic evolution, the
Majorana configuration operators transform as
U†gC~αUg =
∑
~β
det
(
u~α~β
)
C~β , (13)
where u~α~β is the submatrix of u given by taking the rows
indexed by ~α and the columns indexed by ~β. Matrices of
amplitudes {det
(
u~α~β
)
}~α~β , whose elements are indexed
by k-tuples, form a homomorphism of SO(2n) by the
Cauchy-Binet formula
∑
~β
det
[
(u1)~α~β
]
det
[
(u2)~β~γ
]
= det
[
(u1u2)~α~γ
]
. (14)
Eq. (14) will prove useful for calculating operator am-
plitudes for arbitrary Pauli operators under Gaussian
fermionic evolution, in addition to the Majorana oper-
ators, for which k = 1.
Finally, it will be convenient to define the following
Gaussian operation, which exchanges pairs of fermionic
modes between qubits j and k
Sjk =
1
2
(
XjZ
⊗(k−j)−1Xk + YjZ⊗(k−j)−1Yk + Zj + Zk
)
=
−i
2
(c2jc2k−1 − c2j−1c2k + c2j−1c2j + c2k−1c2k)
(15)
Sjk = −i exp
[pi
4
(c2jc2k−1 − c2j−1c2k + c2j−1c2j + c2k−1c2k)
]
4This operation effects c2j−1
S↔ c2k−1 and c2j S↔ c2k by
conjugation.
It was shown, surprisingly, in Ref. [51], that Gaus-
sian fermionic operations, together with 2-qubit nearest-
neighbor SWAP operations, are universal for quantum
computation. SWAP has a similar form to Eq. (15), with
the important distinction of a quartic term in the Majo-
rana operators
SWAPj,j+1 =
1
2
(I +XjXj+1 + YjYj+1 + ZjZj+1)
=
1
2
(
I − ic2jc2j+1 + ic2j−1c2(j+1) − c2j−1c2jc2j+1c2(j+1)
)
.
(16)
In contrast to Eq. (10), the quartic term maps between
Majorana configuration operators of different degree un-
der commutation, e.g.
[ZjZj+1, c2j−1] = −2c2jc2j+1c2(j+1), (17)
and in general
[ZjZj+1, C~α] =
{
2(ZjZj+1)C~α |~α ∩ ~qj | odd
0 |~α ∩ ~qj | even , (18)
where ~qj ≡ (2j − 1, 2j, 2j + 1, 2j + 2). For ~α ⊆ ~qj ,
(ZjZj+1)C~α = ±C~qj/~α, and [ZjZj+1, ck] = 0 for k /∈ ~q.
Since Eq. (17) is analogous to a pair-production process
for Majorana operators, we will refer to it as an “inter-
action” between modes.
Finally, in Ref. [44], it was shown that the infinite-
temperature OTO correlator has an analytic closed-form
expression when the unitary evolution is a Gaussian
fermionic operation and A ≡ iaC~η and B ≡ ibC~η are
Pauli operators (for integer a and b), as
C2AB(t) =
1
2
{
1± det
[
u~α[2n] (I− 2P~η)uT[2n]~α
]}
, (19)
where the sign factor is simply (−1)|~α||~η|+1, and P~η is
the projector onto the modes ~η (i.e. it is diagonal with
ones on the diagonal for modes in ~η and zeroes else-
where). In the following sections, we demonstrate a sim-
ilar approach to that of Ref.s [41, 42] to approximate
the OTO correlator by considering interactions acting
on only the fastest-traveling Majorana modes, near the
lightcone edge, where we can effect the action of an in-
teraction by an equivalent Gaussian fermionic transfor-
mation and apply Eq. (19).
III. RESULTS
A. A. Universal Circuit Model
Our universal circuit model is shown in Fig. 1. It
consists of alternating layers between disordered Gaus-
FIG. 1: (Color online) Our alternating circuit model of-
interest, consisting of repeated layers of the form shown above.
Global layers are periods of localizing Gaussian fermionic dy-
namics, with local disorder configuration {νj} and duration
δt. Local gate layers consist of “interaction gates,” which are
non-Gaussian. The positions of these layers are alternated
between qubits 1 and 2 being the left-most qubits to interact.
sian fermionic evolution and products of quartic fermion
gates. The Gaussian fermionic evolution is given by
HXY ({νj}) =
n−1∑
j=1
(XjXj+1 + YjYj+1) +
n∑
j=1
νjZj
= −i
n−1∑
j=1
(
c2jc2j+1 − c2j−1c2(j+1)
)− i n∑
j=1
νjc2j−1c2j
(20)
with the {νj} a random local potential, chosen uniformly
from the interval [−ν, ν]. We will demonstrate the exis-
tence of a many-body-localization transition to logarith-
mic scrambling at a disorder value of νc ∼ 0.8. When in-
teractions are absent, however, propagation in this model
is Anderson-localized for any nonzero disorder.
The quartic fermion “interaction” gates are of the form
exp(− ipi
4
ZjZj+1) =
1√
2
(I − iZjZj+1) (21)
For ~α ⊆ ~qj , we have
e
ipi
4 ZjZj+1C~αe
− ipi4 ZjZj+1 = (iZjZj+1)(|~α| mod 2)C~α. (22)
It is crucial to our approximation that this gate be a Clif-
ford operation (i.e. it preserves the set of Majorana con-
figuration operators). This gate is equivalent to SWAP
gate up to Gaussian fermionic gates, as
5FIG. 2: (Color online) A Gaussian fermionic circuit whose evaluation is used to prove Eq. (24). The circuit is depicted in the
qubit picture, with pairs of circuit wires representing collections of arbitrarily many qubits. As such, all Majorana configuration
operators (C~α, C~S , and C
†
~S′) are drawn with support all the way up to the top qubit, since there may in principle be a string
of Pauli-Z operators up to this qubit if the number of Majorana operators in the configuration is odd. Nevertheless, we do
assume that ~S′ ⊆ ~Ar. That is, if |~S′| is odd, then C†~S′ only acts as a string of Z operators on the qubits corresponding to modes
( ~Al, ~Bl, B, ~Br), and so all Gaussian fermionic gates commute with C
†
~S′ on these qubits. Crossing lines represent the Gaussian
fermionic operation of rearranging subsets of fermionic modes (i.e. products of {Sjk} defined in the text) while preserving
these subsets’ internal ordering, but possibly applying phases. Similarly, Ug,1 and Ug,2 are Gaussian fermionic unitaries. The
self-contracted wires at the bottom represent a partial trace over this subset of qubits (notice we can reliably trace over the
last subset since no Majorana configurations will have support here). The dotted and dot-dashed boxes indicate which portion
of the circuit to contract in one step during its evaluation, followed by the contraction over everything else in the second step.
For example, the dot-dashed-box contraction consists of conjugating C~α by Ug,1, exchanging modes B and ~Ar, and tracing
over ~Ar with respect to C
†
~S′ in the first step. Next, the modes B and
~Al are exchanged and Ug,2 is applied in the second step.
This contraction partitioning corresponds to the left-hand-side of Eq. (24). The dotted box consists of applying all Gaussian
fermionic unitaries in the first step, and then performing the partial trace with respect to C†~S′ in the second step (remember,
C†~S′ commutes with Gaussian fermionic unitaries on modes outside of
~Ar). This contraction partitioning corresponds to the
right-hand-side of Eq. (24). As these two contractions must evaluate to the same operator, their equivalence implies the equality.
e
ipi
4 SWAP = exp
(
− ipi
4
ZjZj+1
)
× exp
[
5ipi
4
(Zj + Zj+1)
]
Sj,j+1. (23)
Thus, the inclusion of these gates extends Gaussian
fermionic operations to computationally universal quan-
tum circuits.
B. Exact Formula
In Appendices A and B, we prove an exact formula
for a general quantum circuit expressed as a product of
Gaussian fermionic evolution and interaction gates. This
formula follows from a modification to the Cauchy-Binet
formula (14):
∑
~β⊆ ~B≡( ~Bl, ~Br)
det
[
(u1)~α,~β∪~S′
]
det
[
(u2)~β∪~S,~γ
]
= (−1)|~S||~S′| det
[
0|~S|×|~S′| (u2)~S~γ
(u1)~α~S′ (u1)~α~B (u˜2) ~B~γ
]
. (24)
Letting B be the set-complement of
(
~Al, ~Bl, ~Br, ~Ar
)
in
the set of all modes (see Fig. 2), ~S, ~S′ ⊆ B are fixed sets
of modes which are not summed over. ~Bl is a contiguous
subset of modes to the “left” of and disjoint from B, and
~Br is a contiguous subset of modes to the “right” of and
disjoint from B. Furthermore,
u˜2 ≡
(
I− 2δ|~S|+|~S′|=1(mod 2)P ~Bl
)
u2. (25)
That is, u˜2 = u2 unless |~S| and |~S′| have opposite parity,
in which case the rows of u2 corresponding to the modes
~Bl are multiplied by (−1) to obtain u˜2. Eq. (24) was
proved for the special case where ~S = ~S′ in Ref. [44].
Though we prove Eq. (24) rigorously in Appendix B
using properties of determinants, a simple pictorial proof
can be seen in Fig. 2 (for details of this version of the
proof, see Appendix A). This figure depicts a circuit con-
sisting of fixed evolution by Gaussian fermionic unitaries
Ug,1, Ug,2, and rearrangements of fermionic modes (the
crossing wires, which are products of the {Sjk}) with the
ancillary modes ( ~Al, ~Ar). The self-contracted wires at
the bottom represent a partial trace taken on the last
subset of qubits. The modified Cauchy-Binet formula,
6FIG. 3: (Color online) The action of an interaction gate
V ≡ e−i(pi/4)ZZ , acting on the modes ~q can be reproduced
by exchanging the modes ~q with an ancilla occupied by
V †C~α∩~qV , and taking the partial trace with respect to C~α∩~q.
Note that, since CT~α∩~q potentially only differs from C~α∩~q by
a sign, the product V †C~α∩~qV CT~α∩~q does not have support on
the qubits above it due to the parity-preserving property of
V . Choosing the dotted contraction-ordering in Fig. 2 above,
whereby the partial trace is taken at the very end, we can iter-
ate the application of this identity and compute the OTO cor-
relator as the single trace of a Majorana configuration under
Gaussian fermionic evolution, with respect to the appropriate
Majorana configuration output by the interaction gates.
Eq. (24), follows from considering the two equivalent
ways we can choose to evaluate this circuit: either we
contract everything in the dotted box and perform the
partial trace afterward, or we contract everything in the
dot-dashed box (including taking the partial trace) and
perform the remainder of the Gaussian fermionic evolu-
tion afterward. These two different contraction order-
ings yield the same operator (since they are the same
circuit), yet the former evaluates to the right-hand-side
of Eq. (24), and the latter evaluates to the left-hand-side.
See the caption under Fig. 2 or Appendix A for details.
We construct an exact formula for the OTO correlator
of universal quantum circuit dynamics by iteratively
applying Eq. (24). Since our interaction gate is parity-
preserving, Eq. (24) can be realized as the identity shown
in Fig. 3, whereby the input modes to the interaction
are exchanged with the appropriate output modes on
an ancilla, and the ancilla is traced over. Choosing the
contraction corresponding to the dotted box in Fig. 2
(i.e. performing all traces at the end) we can calculate
the OTO correlator as a series of terms of a similar form
to Eq. (19), summed over all exponentially-many inputs
to each interaction gate. Each such input configuration
can be thought of as a particular “computational path”
in the operator space of Majorana configurations, and
the OTO correlator is realized as a superposition over
all of these paths, which will interfere in general. Our
algorithm for exactly calculating the OTO correlator
then proceeds as follows:
Exact series for the OTO correlator:
Given:
1. Universal quantum circuit U ≡ U1U2 . . . UN on n
qubits with g interaction gates.
FIG. 4: (Color online) We approximate the action of an inter-
action gate on the lightcone using the identity shown above (a
similar identity holds when the identity input is replaced with
a Z). Namely, the effect of conjugating an interaction gate
on a single Pauli X or Y is equivalent (up to normalization)
to performing a local Z rotation on that qubit, together with
exchanging (via a Gaussian operation Sjk) a Pauli Z with an
ancilla A, which is then traced over.
2. Pauli observables A ≡ iaC~η and B ≡ ibC~α, for
integers a and b.
Construct: An orthogonal, symmetric matrix K from
which the infinite-temperature OTO correlator CAB(t)2
can be calculated as a sum of minors from K, as
1− 2CAB(t)2
=
∑
~B=
⋃g
i=1
~βi⊆ ~A(N)
~B′=
⋃g
i=1
~β′i⊆ ~A′(N)
(−1)f( ~B, ~B′) det
[
K[ ~B′,V( ~B),~α][ ~B,V( ~B′),~α]
]
(26)
for ancillary modes, ~A(N), ~A
′
(N), integers {f( ~B, ~B′)}, and
V the map relating the Majorana configuration-tuple in-
put to a set of interaction gates V ⊗g to the configuration-
tuple of the output.
1. Let u(0) ≡ I2n, the 2n × 2n identity matrix, and
~A(0) ≡ (), the empty tuple.
2. For j ∈ (1, . . . , N):
(a) If Uj is Gaussian fermionic, corresponding to
u ∈ SO(2n)
i. u(j) ≡ u(j−1)
(
I ~A(j−1) ⊕ u
)
ii. ~A(j) ≡ ~A(j−1)
(b) If Uj = exp
(− ipi4 ZijZij+1), an interaction
gate between qubits (ij , ij + 1), on modes
~qj ≡ (2ij − 1, 2ij , 2ij + 1, 2ij + 2)
i. Let ~B ≡
(
~A(j−1), [2n] + | ~A(j−1)|
)
, where
addition indicates adding a fixed value to
every index of the set. Let q˜j ≡ ~qj +
| ~A(j−1)| and qj ≡ ~B/q˜j
7ii. u(j) ≡
[
04×4 Iq˜j ~B(
u(j−1)
)
~B,q˜j
(
u(j−1)
)
~B,B
IB, ~B
]
iii. ~A(j) ≡ ([4], ~A(j−1) + 4)
3. (a) Let ~p ≡ [2n] + | ~A(j)|, ~B ≡
(
~A(j), ~p
)
(b) Let R ≡ (−1)|~η| (I2n − 2P~η), a 2n × 2n di-
agonal matrix whose diagonal elements are
(−1)|~η|+1 for modes in ~η and (−1)|~η| other-
wise.
(c) K ≡
0| ~A(j)|×| ~A(j)|
(
uT(j)
)
~A(j), ~B(
u(j)
)
~B, ~A(j)
(
u(j)
)
~B,~p
R
(
uT(j)
)
~p, ~B

The phases (−1)f( ~B, ~B′) are calculated by iterated appli-
cation of Eq. (24) every time an interaction is applied in
step 2(b) and are calculated explicitly in Appendix C.
C. Approximative method
Though our formula in Eq. (26) is exact, the num-
ber of terms in the sum scales exponentially in the
number g of interaction gates (though each term can
be evaluated using only polynomial resources in the
number of qubits). We therefore make the physical
restriction to the fastest traveling modes, which allows
us to approximate the lightcone envelope by a series
truncated to a single determinant corresponding to an
effective Gaussian fermionic evolution. Our workhorse
identity is shown graphically in Fig. 4 and given by:
Conditional Gaussian evolution: For a Majorana op-
erator cµ, with µ ∈ (2j − 1, 2j), we have
e
ipi
4 ZjZj+1cµe
−ipi
4 ZjZj+1
=
1
2
trA
[(
e
ipi
4 Zjcµe
−ipi
4 Zj
)(
S†j+1,AZASj+1,A
)]
,
(27)
e
ipi
4 ZjZj+1 (cµZj+1) e
−ipi
4 ZjZj+1
=
1
2
trA
[(
e
ipi
4 Zjcµe
−ipi
4 Zj
)(
S†j+1,AZj+1Sj+1,A
)
ZA
]
(28)
Similar identities hold for µ ∈ (2j + 1, 2j + 2).
The identities above relate the action of an interac-
tion gate on an operator at the lightcone edge to that
of a corresponding equivalent Gaussian fermionic gate,
allowing us to approximately simulate it classically. By
similar logic to that argued in Ref.s [41, 42], we expect
the propagation of any error introduced in this approx-
imation to be bounded by the speed of light of the un-
derlying dynamics. Such error results from terms in the
operator expansion of B(t) which are not of the form
shown in Eq.s (27) or (28) (or the corresponding form
for µ ∈ (2j + 1, 2j + 2)). We calculate the weight of the
FIG. 5: (Color online) The lightcone boundary as calculated
by Eq. (29) for Gaussian fermionic evolution (no interaction
gates) on n = 100 qubits and disorder strength ν = 1, av-
eraged over 25 disorder realizations, with δt = pi/4. We see
that the boundary spreads, leaving a depletion region in the
center, and becomes wider with time. (Inset) The boundary
at the time slice indicated by the dotted line, at t = 5pi
2
, to-
gether with CXZ at the same time. We see clearly a region
where the lightcone has very nearly the exact value of the
boundary, indicating that our approximate method becomes
exact in this region, since the underlying assumption to the
approximation is perfectly satisfied here.
assumption-satisfying terms using the modified Cauchy-
Binet formula (14). Let
(−i)bB(t) =
∑
~β
det
(
u~α~β
)
C~β (29)
That is, assume B = ibC~α and that the evolution up to
time t is described by a Gaussian fermionic operation as
in Eq. (13). Additionally, let
b2s(t) ≡

∑
~β with XsI
⊗(n−s)
or YsI
⊗(n−s) present
det
(
u~α~β
)2
(s ≥ bn/2c)
∑
~β with I⊗(s−1)Xs
or I⊗(s−1)Ys present
det
(
u~α~β
)2
(s ≤ bn/2c)
.
(30)
This is the total weight of the terms which do not com-
mute with exp
(
ipi
4 ZsZs±1
)
and which correspond to the
right or left lightcone edge being found at qubit s. The
condition in the upper sum (for which s ≥ bn/2c) will
only be met if there exists a tuple ~β′ for which ~β =
(~β′, 2s − 1) or ~β = (~β′, 2s). Similarly, for B ≡ Xbn/2c,
the condition in the lower sum (for which s ≤ bn/2c)
will only be met if there exists a tuple ~β′ for which
~β = ([2s − 2], 2s − 1, ~β′) or ~β = ([2s − 2], 2s, ~β′), where
[2s − 2] = (1, 2, . . . , 2s − 2) (since we know the total
8number of modes in ~β must be odd for B = Xbn/2c).
We therefore apply the modified Cauchy-Binet formula,
Eq. (24), to calculate this quantity exactly (see Ap-
pendix D for the full expression). For an illustration of
the efficacy of this measure for the boundary, see Fig. 5.
We utilize this quantity bs(t), together with our
conditional Gaussian evolution identities Eq.s (27), (28)
in our approximation algorithm for the OTO correlator,
which proceeds as follows:
Approximation to Interaction by Conditional
Gaussian Evolution:
Given: B(t − δt), described by an orthogonal ma-
trix u as in Eq. (29) and a global tolerance ε
Approximate: VjB(t− δt)V †j for Vj = exp
(− ipi4 ZjZj+1)
1. Calculate bs(t) for all s ∈ (1, . . . , 2n).
2. For s ∈ (1, . . . , 2n), if bs(t) ≥ ε:
If s ≥ bn/2c and j = s,
or s ≤ bn/2c and j = s− 1:
Replace Vj with a Gaussian operation by Eq. (27)
for µ ∈ (2s− 1, 2s).
Each approximation step introduces an extra ancillary
qubit (see Fig. 4), but once again, we can perform the
trace over the entire ancillary system as one with the
trace in Eq. (2) (notice that the normalization is kept
consistent as we add each ancillary qubit). This allows
us to straightforwardly apply Eq. (19) to calculate the
OTO correlator.
D. Variational Optimization of the Free Paramater
The free parameter ε in our algorithm effectively de-
cides where we would like to truncate the free-particle
lightcone. Since the lightcone edge will actually have
some finite width (related to the decay length η in the
bounds Eq.s (3) and (4)), this free parameter is neces-
sary. A key assumption of our algorithm is that errors
introduced inside the lightcone envelope will not change
the propagation of the envelope itself, since such errors
cannot travel faster than the speed of light. It is therefore
important that we capture this lightcone edge precisely,
without applying our approximation to interactions that
fall outside of the lightcone of the exact dynamics. We are
able to remove the free parameter by variationally opti-
mizing the Frobenius norm of our approximate lightcone
relative to the exact, brute-force calculation for small sys-
tem size. In Fig. 6, we demonstrate the emergence of a
local minimum in the average-case Frobenius norm error
FIG. 6: (Color online) Average (per pixel) Frobenius-norm er-
ror between the exact and approximate lightcones on 6 qubits
for disorder values ν ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} (see Fig. 7 for an example at
disorder ν = 10) as a function of the variationally optimized
free parameter ε, averaged over 25 samples. We see the clear
emergence of a local minimum at ε ∈ [0.2, 0.4] as the disorder
is increased above ν ∼ 1. This is due to the fact that, when
the Gaussian fermionic evolution is nearly delocalized, the de-
cision of whether to keep an interaction gate makes negligible
difference for small system size, since interaction gates cannot
extend the lightcone beyond a ballistic profile.
between our approximation at given ε and the brute-
force calculation for n = 6 qubits, as a function of ε,
as we tune the disorder strength from ν = 1 to ν = 4.
We attribute this the appearance of this local minimum
to the fact that, at low disorder, we expect the decision
of whether to keep a given interaction gate to be less
important, since an interaction cannot extend the light-
cone beyond a ballistic one. The appearance of a local
minimum is therefore consistent with the emergence of
a genuine many-body-localization transition. In Fig. 7,
we compare the output of our algorithm to that of a
brute-force calculation at ε = 0.2, the optimal value, for
n = 6, averaged over 50 disorder realizations of strength
ν = 10, where we observe good agreement (we choose
high disorder here so that features of the lightcone can
be seen within a region 6 qubits wide). In Fig. 8, we
examine the correctness of our algorithm in the opposite
extreme, where the number of qubits is large (n = 30)
and the number of interaction gates is limited to two (at
the red circles), using our exact formula Eq. (26). We
see excellent agreement between the lightcone envelopes
at disorder strength ν = 10, again at the optimized value
of ε = 0.2.
IV. MANY-BODY LOCATION TRANSITION
Our main numerical result is shown in Fig.s 9 and 10,
where we demonstrate that our universal circuit model,
9FIG. 7: (Color online) A comparison between the output of our algorithm and a brute-force calculation done on n = 6 qubits
with disorder ν = 10, ε = 0.2, δt = pi/4, averaged over 50 disorder realizations. We see good agreement at the interior of the
lightcone, though edge fluctuations become more prominent under the approximation.
FIG. 8: (Color online) A comparison between the output of our algorithm and an exact calculation, which scales exponentially
in the number of interaction gates, but efficiently in the number of qubits, for disorder value ν = 10, δt = pi/4, and two
interaction gates at qubits (17, 18) at times t = 3pi
2
, 3pi (red circles). We consider only a single disorder instance here, so edge
fluctuations are more pronounced. We nevertheless observe good agreement between the envelopes of the two lightcones at the
optimized value ε = 0.2.
consisting of alternating disordered Gaussian fermionic
evolution and interaction gates as in Fig. 1, exhibits a
many-body-localization transition in CXZ(t) as we tune
the disorder strength across a critical value νc ≈ 0.8.
In Fig. 9, we plot the lightcone propagation for disor-
der values ν ∈ {0, 0.7, 0.8, 2} across the critical disorder
strength for 103 samples of the disorder. We note a clear
emergence of a highly localized region of maximal value
(CXZ ≈ 0.7), which persists for all time in this figure
when the disorder strength is greater than νc. This is
approximately the operator Page-scrambled value of 1√
2
[54], where the operator X15(t) has equal weight for all
four possible Pauli operators {Is, Xs, Ys, Zs} at a given
site s. That is, contracting X15(t) on one side of the
thermofield double state Eq. (8) and tracing over all but
qubit s and s′ on subsystems r and r˜, respectively, would
give the 2-qubit maximally mixed state 14I. Commuta-
tion with Zs keeps only the weights on {Xs, Ys}, each of
which are 14 . Adding these and taking the square root
gives the value of CXZ to be approximately 1√2 . Our nu-
merics are therefore consistent with the fact that, within
the localized region, the operator Xs is approximately
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FIG. 9: (Color online) Lightcone transition from ballistic propagation at low disorder (ν < νc ≈ 0.8) to logarithmically localized
propagation at high disorder (ν > νc), averaged over 10
3 disorder realizations. A characteristic feature of the localized phase
is a region where the OTO correlator is maximized (> 0.6) about the location of the initial excitation.
Page scrambled. Since this property is preserved under
Clifford-gate evolution, such as by our interaction gate,
the existence of this Page-scrambled region justifies our
approximation to neglect the action of such gates act-
ing inside the lightcone, since they would have negligible
effect on the lightcone interior.
In Fig. 10, we plot a spatial slice of each of the light-
cones in Fig. 9 at s = 25. We see that below the critical
value of νc = 0.8, the limiting value is very nearly the
Page value 1/
√
2, while above the critical value, it begins
to decrease with ν. In the inset, we plot the limiting value
(which we take as the maximum) as a function of disorder
strength, where we see that it clearly begins to deviate
strongly from the Page value as we increase the disorder
past the critical value. In Fig. 11, we plot the principal
temporal singular vector of the ν = 2 lightcone in Fig.
9, treated as a numerical matrix, against a logarithmic
x-axis for t ≥ 11pi4 . The principal singular component
of this matrix is the closest product approximation to
the lightcone in Frobenius norm, and so this provides a
robust, numerically inexpensive means of analyzing the
dynamical phase (see Appendix G in Ref. [44] for details).
Prior to t = 11pi4 , this principal vector is dominated by
a ballistically-spreading low-amplitude component (see
Fig. 9), but for t ≥ 11pi4 , we see the OTO correlator
growth is linear on this semi-logarithmic plot, indicat-
ing that the lightcone is logarithmic after this time. We
choose to neglect this early-time behavior since we are
primarily interested in the long-time asymptotic growth
of the OTO correlator for our model.
V. DISCUSSION
We have demonstrated a transition to many-body lo-
calizing behavior in a universal circuit model composed
of Gaussian fermionic evolution and fermionic interaction
gates. This behavior is demonstrated by the transition to
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FIG. 10: (Color online) The OTO correlator value at a fixed
qubit (s = 25) for the four disorder values shown in Fig. 9.
We see that below the critical value, the OTO correlator ap-
proaches a limiting value of 1/
√
2, the Page scrambled value
(see main text), and a lower limiting value in the localized
regime. We plot this limiting value as a function of disorder
strength (inset), where we see a clear deviation from Page
scrambling for disorder values ν ≥ νc ≈ 0.8.
FIG. 11: (Color online) The principal singular vector, u1(t),
of the lightcone in Fig. 9 for ν = 2, treated as a numerical
matrix, and plotted on a logarithmic (base 10) x-axis. Loga-
rithmic scrambling is observed by this method for t ≥ 11pi
4
, as
prior to this, the principal-singular-vector behavior is domi-
nated by a ballistically-spreading low-amplitude component.
a logarithmic lightcone, seen clearly in Fig. 9 when the
disorder is greater than the empirically observed value
νc ∼ 0.8. Though we choose a specific model of alternat-
ing interactions and disordered free-fermionic evolution
for clarity of presentation, we emphasize that our algo-
rithm is completely general beyond this setting, since any
universal quantum circuit can be decomposed as a prod-
uct of Gaussian fermionic evolution and interaction gates,
and does not require an ensemble average in principle.
For example, it would be interesting to see how the al-
gorithm does to examine the performance of actual near-
term quantum algorithms, such as a quantum adiabatic
optimization algorithm (QAOA) [55], which are charac-
terized by a quantum circuit of the repeating structure
seen in Fig. 1, variationally optimized over some param-
eterization of the repeated unit cell. As our algorithm is
naturally suited to such a structure, we therefore expect
it to reveal new classes of systems which exhibit localiza-
tion in this setting as well.
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Appendix A: Modified Cauchy-Binet Formula with Different Background Sets – Diagrammatic Proof
Here, we prove Eq. (24) using the diagrammatic proof shown in Fig. 2. This figure depicts a particular quantum
circuit composed of general Gaussian fermionic evolution on modes ( ~Bl, B, ~Br), rearrangements between these modes
and the ancillary mode-sets ~Al and ~Ar, and a partial trace over the qubits corresponding to the ancillary modes ~Ar.
As stated in the main text, the equivalence between two different ways of evaluating this circuit implies the identity.
This equivalence is given by the operator equality
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(
FB ~AlUg,2
)†{
C~S tr ~Ar
[(
Ug,1FB ~Ar
)†
C~α
(
Ug,1FB ~Ar
)
C†~S′
]}(
FB ~AlUg,2
)
= tr ~Ar
[(
Ug,1FB ~ArFB, ~AlUg,2
)†
C~SC~α
(
Ug,1FB ~ArFB ~AlUg,2
)
C†~S′
]
(31)
where the operators FB ~Ar and FB ~Al are rearrangements of fermionic modes. We choose these operators to have
corresponding single-particle transition matrices
fB ~Al =

0 0 I 0 0
0 (−1)|~S|+|~S′|I 0 0 0
I 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 I 0
0 0 0 0 I
 (32)
fB ~Ar =

I 0 0 0 0
0 I 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 I
0 0 0 I 0
0 0 I 0 0
 (33)
where F †
B ~Al
cµFB, ~Al ≡
(
fB ~Al · c
)
µ
, and similarly for fB ~Ar . The blocks in the matrices above act on modes
~Al, ~Bl, B,
~Br, ~Ar, respectively. In Eq. (31), we made use of the fact that ~S
′ ⊆ ~Ar, so C~S′ commutes with
(
FB ~AlUg,2
)
, which
acts as the identity on these modes. The right-hand-side of this equation corresponds to the dot-dashed contraction
ordering in Fig. 2, and the left-hand-side corresponds to the dotted contraction ordering. Labeling the indices of our
block matrices in the same way as in Eq.s (32) and (33), we thus have
u1fB ~Ar =

I 0 0 0 0
0 (u1) ~Bl ~Bl 0 (u1) ~Bl ~Br (u1) ~BlB
0 (u1)B ~Bl 0 (u1)B ~Br (u1)BB
0 (u1) ~Br ~Bl 0 (u1) ~Br ~Br (u1) ~BrB
0 0 I 0 0
 (34)
and similarly
fB ~Alu2 =

0 (u˜2)B ~Bl (u˜2)BB (u˜2)B ~Br 0
0 (u˜2) ~Bl ~Bl (u˜2) ~BlB (u˜2) ~Bl ~Br 0
I 0 0 0 0
0 (u˜2) ~Br ~Bl (u˜2) ~BrB (u˜2) ~Br ~Br 0
0 0 0 0 I
 , (35)
where u˜2 is as defined in Eq. (25) This gives, from the left-hand-side (dot-dashed contraction ordering) of Eq. (31)
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(
FB ~AlUg,2
)†{
C~S tr ~Ar
[(
Ug,1FB ~Ar
)†
C~α
(
Ug,1FB ~Ar
)
C†~S′
]}(
FB ~AlUg,2
)
= 2| ~Ar|/2
∑
~β
det
[(
u1fB ~Ar
)
~α,(~β,~S′)
](
FB ~AlUg,2
)†
C~SC~β
(
FB ~AlUg,2
)
(36)
= 2| ~Ar|/2
∑
~γ
∑
~β
det
[(
u1fB ~Ar
)
~α,(~β,~S′)
]
det
[(
fB ~Alu2
)
(~S,~β),~γ
]C~γ (37)
= 2| ~Ar|/2
∑
~γ

∑
~β=(~βl,~βr)
(−1)(|~S|+|~S′|)|~βl| det
[
(u1)~α,(~βl,~βr,~S′)
]
det
[
(u2)(~S,~βl,~βr),~γ
]C~γ (38)
= 2| ~Ar|/2
∑
~γ

∑
~β=(~βl,~βr)
(−1)(|~S|+|~S′|)|~βl|+|~S′||~βr|+|~S||~βl| det
[
(u1)~α,(~βl,~S′,~βr)
]
det
[
(u2)(~βl,~S,~βr),~γ
]C~γ
(39)
= 2| ~Ar|/2
∑
~γ
(−1)|~S′|(|~S|−|~γ|)

∑
~β=(~βl,~βr)
det
[
(u1)~α,(~βl,~S′,~βr)
]
det
[
(u2)(~βl,~S,~βr),~γ
]C~γ . (40)
To obtain Eq. (37), we expanded the Gaussian fermionic evolution of the Majorana configuration by Eq. (13) (since
we take ~Ar to correspond to the fermionic modes on a collection of qubits, | ~Ar| must be even). From Eq. (37) to
Eq. (38), we used the block-matrix forms in Eq.s (34) and (35) to re-e¨xpress the series in terms of minors of u1 and
u2 only. To obtain Eq. (39), we rearranged rows and columns in u1 and u2, acquiring a phase. To obtain Eq. (40), we
simplified the phase using the relation |~βl| + |~βr| = |~γ| − |~S| (since the sub-matrix of u2 must be square). Similarly,
we have
u1fB ~Ar fB ~Alu2 =

0 (u˜2)B ~Bl (u˜2)BB (u˜2)B ~Br 0
0 (u1) ~Bl ~B (u˜2) ~B ~Bl (u1) ~Bl ~B (u˜2) ~BB (u1) ~Bl ~B (u˜2) ~B ~Br (u1) ~BlB
0 (u1)B ~B (u˜2) ~B ~Bl (u1)B ~B (u˜2) ~BB (u1)B ~B (u˜2) ~B ~Br (u1)BB
0 (u1) ~Br ~B (u˜2) ~B ~Bl (u1) ~Br ~B (u˜2) ~BB (u1) ~Br ~B (u˜2) ~B ~Br (u1) ~BrB
I 0 0 0 0
 (41)
Thus, the right-hand-side (dotted contraction ordering) of Eq. (31) gives
tr ~Ar
[(
Ug,1FB ~ArFB ~AlUg,2
)†
C~SC~α
(
Ug,1FB ~ArFB ~AlUg,2
)
C†~S′
]
= 2| ~Ar|/2
∑
~γ
det
[(
u1fB ~Ar fB ~Alu2
)
(~S,~α)(~γ,~S′)
]
C~γ
(42)
= 2| ~Ar|/2
∑
~γ
det
[
(u˜2)~S~γ 0|~S|×|~S′|
(u1)~α~B (u˜2) ~B~γ (u1)~α~S′
]
C~γ (43)
tr ~Ar
[(
Ug,1FB ~ArFB ~AlUg,2
)†
C~SC~α
(
Ug,1FB ~ArFB ~AlUg,2
)
C†~S′
]
= 2| ~Ar|/2
∑
~γ
(−1)|~S′||~γ| det
[
0|~S|×|~S′| (u2)~S~γ
(u1)~α~S′ (u1)~α~B (u˜2) ~B~γ
]
,
(44)
where ~B ≡ ( ~Bl, ~Br). From Eq. (42) to Eq. (43), we similarly used the block-matrix form of Eq. (41) to re-e¨xpress the
minor in Eq. (42) in-terms of minors of u1 and u˜2 only. From Eq. (43) to Eq. (44), we again rearranged columns in
the matrix determinant, acquiring a phase, and used the fact that (u˜2)~S~γ = (u2)~S~γ , since
~S is disjoint from ~Bl.
Setting Eq.s (44) and (40) equal by Eq. (31), canceling corresponding factors of 2| ~Ar|/2, and using linear indepen-
dence of the {C~γ} gives
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(−1)|~S′|(|~S|−|~γ|)
∑
~β=(~βl,~βr)
det
[
(u1)~α,(~βl,~S′,~βr)
]
det
[
(u2)(~βl,~S,~βr),~γ
]
= (−1)|~S′||~γ| det
[
0|~S|×|~S′| (u2)~S~γ
(u1)~α~S′ (u1)~α~B (u˜2) ~B~γ
]
(45)
∑
~β=(~βl,~βr)
det
[
(u1)~α,(~βl,~S′,~βr)
]
det
[
(u2)(~βl,~S,~βr),~γ
]
= (−1)|~S′||~S| det
[
0|~S|×|~S′| (u2)~S~γ
(u1)~α~S′ (u1)~α~B (u˜2) ~B~γ
]
(46)
Appendix B: Modified Cauchy-Binet Formula with Different Background Sets – Determinental Proof
Here we prove Eq. (24) using determinental identities. Let u1 and u2 be orthogonal matrices, and let ~α, ~β, ~γ, ~S,
~S′ be tuples, for which
|~β| = |~α| − |~S′| = |~γ| − |~S|, (47)
and

~S, ~S′ ⊆ B
~B ≡
(
~Bl, ~Br
)
~β =
(
~βl, ~βr
)
where ~βl ⊆ ~Bl and ~βr ⊆ ~Br
(48)
for ~B a contiguous set of indices and ~Bl, ~Br, and B all disjoint. We will show
∑
~β
det
[
(u1)~α(~βl,~S′,~βr)
]
det
[
(u2)(~βl,~S,~βr)~γ
]
= (−1)|~S||~S′| det
[
0|~S|×|~S′| (u2)~S~γ
(u1)~α~S′ (u1)~α~B (u˜2) ~B~γ
]
, (49)
where the sum is over all tuples ~β consistent with the constraints. We first rearrange columns in u1 and u2 such that
the first ~B constitutes the first | ~B| columns, as
∑
~β
det
[
(u1)~α(~βl,~S′,~βr)
]
det
[
(u2)(~βl,~S,~βr)~γ
]
=
∑
~β
(−1)|~βl|(|~S|+|~S′|) det
[
(u′1)~α(~S′,~β)
]
det
[
(u′2)(~S,~β)~γ
]
(50)
where u′1 and u
′
2 are the rearranged matrices. If |~S| and |~S′| have the same parity, then the sign factor inside the sum
is 1. Otherwise, it evaluates to (−1)|~βl|, which we absorb onto u′2 by multiplying its columns in ~Bl by (−1) to obtain
u˜′2. This gives
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∑
~β
det
[
(u′1)~α(~S′,~β)
]
det
[
(u˜′2)(~S,~β)~γ
]
=
∑
~β
∑
~H
ε
~H~S′ det
[
(u′1) ~H~S′
]
det
[
(u′1)~α/ ~H,~β
]
×
∑
~L
ε
~L~S det
[
(u˜′2)~S~L
]
det
[
(u˜′2)~β,~γ/~L
] (51)
=
∑
~H,~L
ε
~H~S′ε
~L~S det
[
(u′1) ~H~S′
]
det
[
(u˜′2)~S~L
]
×
∑
~β
det
[
(u′1)~α/ ~H,~β
]
det
[
(u˜′2)~β,~γ/~L
] (52)
=
∑
~H,~L
ε
~H~S′ε
~L~S det
[
(u′1) ~H~S′
]
det
[
(u˜′2)~S~L
]
det
[
(u′1)~α/ ~H,( ~Bl, ~Br) (u˜
′
2)( ~Bl, ~Br),~γ/~L
]
(53)
=
∑
~L
ε
~L~S det
[
(u˜′2)~S~L
]
det
[
(u′1)~α~S′ (u
′
1)~α,( ~Bl, ~Br) (u˜
′
2)( ~Bl, ~Br),~γ/~L
]
(54)
=
∑
~L
ε
~L~S det
[
0|~S|×|~S′| (u˜
′
2)~S~L
]
det
[
(u′1)~α~S′ (u
′
1)~α,( ~Bl, ~Br) (u˜
′
2)( ~Bl, ~Br),~γ/~L
]
(55)∑
~β
det
[
(u′1)~α(~S,~β)
]
det
[
(u˜′2)(~S′,~β)~γ
]
= (−1)|~S′||~S| det
[
0|~S|×|~S′| (u˜
′
2)~S~γ
(u′1)~α~S′ (u
′
1)~α( ~Bl, ~Br) (u˜
′
2)( ~Bl, ~Br)~γ
]
(56)
From Eq. (51) to Eq. (52), we used the Laplace expansion by complementary minors formula, where ε
~H~L =
(−1)
∑|~H|
i=1Hi+
∑|~L|
i=1 Li . From Eq. (52) to Eq. (53), we used the Cauchy-Binet formula for the sum on ~β. From Eq. (53) to
Eq. (54), we identify the sum on ~H with the Laplace expansion by complementary minors. From Eq. (54) to Eq. (55),
we include a block of zeroes in u˜′2 so as to identify the sum on ~L as a second Laplace expansion by complementary
minors from Eq. (55) to Eq. (56). However, since including this block of zeroes shifts the indices of ~L by |~S′|, this
incurs an additional factor of (−1)|~S||~S′| from ε~L~S .
Finally, we may rearrange columns and use the fact that (u˜2)~S~γ = (u2)~S~γ to recover the formula
∑
~β
det
[
(u1)~α(~βl,~S,~βr)
]
det
[
(u2)(~βl,~S′,~βr)~γ
]
= (−1)|~S||~S′| det
[
0|~S′|×|~S| (u2)~S′~γ
(u1)~α~S (u1)~α~B (u˜2) ~B~γ
]
. (57)
Appendix C: Exact Formula for the OTO Commutator
Let a unitary consisting of one interaction gate with two periods of Gaussian fermionic be given by U = Ug,1VjUg,2,
for Gaussian fermionic operations Ug,{1,2} and Vj = exp
(− ipi4 ZjZj+1) ≡ V . As in the main text, let ~qj = (2j −
1, 2j, 2j + 1, 2(j + 1)) ≡ ~q (since the index j can be seen from context). From Eq. (2), we see that it suffices to
calculate
d−1 tr [AB(t)AB(t)] = d−1(−1) 12 [|~α|(|~α|−1)+|~η|(|~η|−1)] tr
[
C~η (Ug,1VjUg,2)
†
C~α (Ug,1VjUg,2)C~η (Ug,1VjUg,2)
†
C~α (Ug,1VjUg,2)
]
,
(58)
where A = iaC~η and B = i
bC~α for integers a and b, and for which i
2a = (−1) 12 |~α|(|~α|−1) and i2b = (−1) 12 |~η|(|~η|−1) from
the relations A2 = B2 = I (we have assumed A and B to be Hermitian and unitary). From Eq. (13), we have
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U†g,1C~αUg,1 =
∑
~β
det
[
(u1)~α~β
]
C~β (59)
Let ~β = (~βq ∪ ~βq), where ~βq = ~β ∩ ~q and ~βq = ~β ∩ q, for q the complement of ~q in [2n] ≡ (1, 2, . . . , 2n), the full set of
modes. Since ~q is contiguous, we can apply Eq. (57) to obtain
(Ug,1V Ug,2)
†
C~α (Ug,1V Ug,2) =
∑
~β
det
[
(u1)~α~β
]
(V Ug,2)
†
C~β (V Ug,2) (60)
=
min(|~q|,|~α|)∑
k=0
∑
{~βq||~βq|=k}
∑
~βq
det
[
(u1)~α,(~βq∪~βq)
]
(V Ug,2)
†
C(~βq∪~βq) (V Ug,2) (61)
=
min(|~q|,|~α|)∑
k=0
∑
{~βq||~βq|=k}
iϕ(
~βq)
∑
~βq
det
[
(u1)~α,(~βq∪~βq)
]
U†g,2C(V(~βq)∪~βq)Ug,2 (62)
=
min(|~q|,|~α|)∑
k=0
∑
{~βq||~βq|=k}
iϕ(
~βq)
∑
~βq
det
[
(u1)~α,(~βq∪~βq)
]∑
~γ
det
[
(u2)(V(~βq)∪~βq),~γ
]
C~γ (63)
=
min(|~q|,|~α|)∑
k=0
∑
{~βq||~βq|=k}
iϕ(
~βq)
∑
~γ
∑
~βq
det
[
(u1)~α,(~βq∪~βq)
]
det
[
(u2)(V(~βq)∪~βq),~γ
]C~γ
(64)
=
∑
~γ
 ∑
{(k,~βq)||~βq|=k}
iϕ(
~βq)(−1)|~βq||V(~βq)| det
[
0|V(~βq)|×|~βq| (u2)V(~βq)~γ
(u1)~α~βq (u1)~αq (u2)q~γ
]C~γ (65)
(Ug,1V Ug,2)
†
C~α (Ug,1V Ug,2) ≡
∑
~γ
 ∑
{(k,~βq)||~βq|=k}
iϕ(
~βq)(−1)|~βq||V(~βq)| det
{[
u(1,2)
]
[V(~βq),~α],[~βq,~γ]
}C~γ . (66)
In Eq. (61), we split the sum into sums over ~βq, ~βq. In Eq. (62), we let
V †C~βqV = i
ϕ(~βq)CV(~βq). (67)
using the fact that V commutes with any modes not in ~q, and that the set ~q is contiguous. From Eq.s (62)-(65), we
applied Eq. (57) (ang grouped sums for notational convenience). In Eq. (66), we defined
u(1,2) ≡
[
0|~q|×|~q| (u2)~q[2n]
(u1)[2n]~q (u1)[2n]q (u2)q[2n]
]
. (68)
It is straightforward to show that u(1,2) is itself orthogonal for orthogonal u{1,2}, as
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u(1,2)u
T
(1,2) =
[
0|~q|×|~q| (u2)~q[2n]
(u1)[2n]~q (u1)[2n]q (u2)q[2n]
] [
0|~q|×|~q|
(
uT1
)
~q[2n](
uT2
)
[2n]~q
(
uT2
)
[2n]q
(
uT1
)
q[2n]
]
(69)
=
[
(u2)~q[2n]
(
uT2
)
[2n]~q
(u2)~q[2n]
(
uT2
)
[2n]q
(
uT1
)
q[2n]
(u1)[2n]q (u2)q[2n]
(
uT2
)
[2n]~q
(u1)[2n]~q
(
uT1
)
~q[2n]
+ (u1)[2n]q (u2)q[2n]
(
uT2
)
[2n]q
(
uT1
)
q[2n]
]
(70)
=
[
I~q~q I~qq
(
uT1
)
q[2n]
(u1)[2n]q Iq~q (u1)[2n]~q
(
uT1
)
~q[2n]
+ (u1)[2n]q
(
uT1
)
q[2n]
]
(71)
=
(
I~q~q 0~q[2n]
0[2n]~q I[2n][2n]
)
(72)
u(1,2)u
T
(1,2) = I (73)
In Eq. (70), we applied the orthogonality of u{1,2} when contracted along the indices [2n]. From Eq. (71) to Eq. (72),
we used the facts
{
I~qq = 0~qq
(u1)[2n]~q
(
uT1
)
~q[2n]
+ (u1)[2n]q
(
uT1
)
q[2n]
= u1u
T
1 = I
(74)
It is straightforward to show that uT(1,2)u(1,2) = I as well. We can therefore iterate this procedure for conjugation by
an additional interaction gate, V ′, acting on the subset of qubits ~q′, as
U†C~αU ≡ (Ug,1V Ug,2V ′Ug,3)† C~α (Ug,1V Ug,2V ′Ug,3) (75)
=
∑
~λ

∑
{(k,~βq)||~βq|=k}
{(k′,~γq′)||~γq′ |=k′}
iϕ(
~βq)+ϕ(~γq′)(−1)|~βq||V(~βq)| (76)
×
∑
~γ
det
{[
u(1,2)
]
[V(~βq),~α][~βq,(~γ∪~γq′)]
}
det
[
(u3)[~γ∪V(~γq′)]~λ
]C~λ
=
∑
~λ

∑
{(k,~βq)||~βq|=k}
{(k′,~γq′)||~γq′ |=k′}
iϕ(
~βq)+ϕ(~γq′)(−1)|~βq||V(~βq)| (77)
× (−1)(|~βq|+|~γq′ |)|V(~γq′)| det
(
0|V(~γq′)|×(|~βq|+|~γq′ |) (u3)V(~γq′)~λ[
u(1,2)
]
[V(~βq),~α](~βq,~γq′)
[
u(1,2)
]
[V(~βq),~α]q′ (u3)q′~λ
)}
C~λ
U†C~αU =
∑
~λ

∑
{(k,~βq)||~βq|=k}
{(k′,~γq′)||~γq′ |=k′}
iϕ(
~βq)+ϕ(~γq′)(−1)|~βq||V(~βq)|+|~γq′ ||V(~γq′)| det
{[
u(1,2,3)
]
[V(~γq′),V(~βq),~α][~γq′ ,~βq,~λ]
}
C~λ,
(78)
where
u(1,2,3) ≡
 0|~q′|×|~q′| 0|~q′|×|~q| (u3)~q′[2n](u2)~q~q′ 0|~q|×|~q| (u2)~qq′ (u3)q′[2n]
(u1)[2n]q (u2)q~q (u1)[2n]~q (u1)[2n]q (u2)qq′ (u3)q′[2n] .
 (79)
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From Eq. (77) to Eq. (78), we cancelled a phase of (−1)|~βq||V(~γq′ )| by exchanging columns ~βq ↔ ~γq′ inside the
determinant to yield a phase of (−1)|~βq||~γq′ | and used the fact that (−1)|~βq|(|~γq′ |+|V(~γq′)|) = 1 by the parity-preserving
property of V . It is clear that u(1,2,3) is orthogonal by the orthogonality property of u(1,2). We can continue to
iterate this process, g times for g interaction gates present, incurring an ancillary set of modes ~qi for every iteration
i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , g}. Let ~B = ⋃gi=1 ~βi for ~βi ⊆ ~qi, and let M be the orthogonal matrix obtained as the result of these
iterations. We have
(Ug,1V1Ug,2 . . . VnUg,n+1)
†
C~α (Ug,1V1Ug,2 . . . VnUg,n+1) =
∑
~B⊆⋃gi=1 ~qi
i
∑g
i=1 ϕ(~βi)(−1)
∑g
i=1 |~βi||V(~βi)|
×
∑
~γ
det
{
M[V×g( ~B),~α][ ~B,~γ]
}C~γ , (80)
where the ~βi ⊆ ~B are ordered in descending order of i when indexing the rows and columns ofM inside the determinant,
and the length |~γ| of the tuple ~γ is such that the determinant inside the matrix is square.
We next calculate the OTO correlator as
tr
[
C~η
(
U†C~αU
)
C~η
(
U†C~αU
)]
=
∑
~B, ~B′⊆⋃gi=1 ~qi
i
∑g
i=1[ϕ(~βi)+ϕ(~β
′
i)] (81)
× (−1)
∑g
i=1[|~βi||V(~βi)|+|~β′i||V(~β′i)|]
∑
~γ,~γ′
det
{
M[V×g( ~B),~α][ ~B,~γ]
}
det
{
M[V×g( ~B′),~α][ ~B′,~γ′]
}
tr (C~ηC~γC~ηC~γ′)
1
2n
(−1) 12 |~η|(~η−1) tr [C~η (U†C~αU)C~η (U†C~αU)] = ∑
~B, ~B′⊆⋃gi=1 ~qi
i
∑g
i=1[ϕ(~βi)+ϕ(~β
′
i)] (82)
× (−1)
∑g
i=1[|~βi||V(~βi)|+|~β′i||V(~β′i)|]
∑
~γ,~γ′
(−1) 12 |~γ|(|~γ|−1)+|~η||~γ|+|~η∩~γ| det
{
M[V×g( ~B),~α][ ~B,~γ]
}
det
{
M[V×g( ~B′),~α][ ~B′,~γ′]
}
δ~γ~γ′
1
2n
(−1) 12 [|~η|(~η−1)+|~α|(~α−1)] tr [C~η (U†C~αU)C~η (U†C~αU)] = ∑
~B, ~B′⊆⋃gi=1 ~qi
i
∑g
i=1[ϕ(~βi)+ϕ(~β
′
i)] (83)
× (−1)| ~B|+| ~B′|+ 12
∑g
i=1[|V(~βi)|−|~βi|]
∑
~γ,~γ′
det
{
M[V×g( ~B),~α][ ~B,~γ]
}
det
[
(−1)|~η|(I− 2P~η)~γ~γ′
]
det
{
M[V×g( ~B′),~α][ ~B′,~γ′]
}
1
2n
(−1) 12 [|~η|(~η−1)+|~α|(~α−1)] tr [C~η (U†C~αU)C~η (U†C~αU)] = ∑
~B, ~B′⊆⋃gi=1 ~qi
i
∑g
i=1[ϕ(~βi)+ϕ(~β
′
i)] (84)
× (−1)| ~B|+| ~B′|+| ~B|| ~B′|+ 12
∑g
i=1[|V(~βi)|−|~βi|] det
 0| ~B′|×| ~B| MT~B′[V×g( ~B′),~α]
M[V×g( ~B),~α] ~B (−1)|~η|M[V×g( ~B),~α][2n] (I− 2P~η)MT[2n][V×g( ~B′),~α]

(85)
1
2n
(−1) 12 [|~η|(~η−1)+|~α|(~α−1)] tr [C~η (U†C~αU)C~η (U†C~αU)] = ∑
~B, ~B′⊆⋃gi=1 ~qi
(−1)| ~B|+| ~B′|+| ~B|| ~B′|
× (−1)
∑g
i=1
[
|~βi|
(∑
j∈~βi j
)
+|~β′i|
(∑
j∈~β′
i
j
)
+δ|~βi|,3+δ|~β′i|,3
]
det
[
K (~η)[ ~B′,V×g( ~B),~α][ ~B,V×g( ~B′),~α]
]
, (86)
where, letting ~Q =
⋃g
i=1 ~qi,
K (~η) =
 0|~Q|×|~Q| MT~Q[~Q,[2n]]
M[~Q,[2n]]~Q (−1)|~η|M[~Q,[2n]][2n] (I− 2P~η)MT[2n][~Q,[2n]]
 . (87)
From Eq. (82) to Eq. (83), we use the fact that
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(−1) 12 (|~α|+2k)(|~α|+2k−1) = (−1) 12 |~α|(|~α|−1)+k(2|~α|−1)+2k2 (88)
(−1) 12 (|~α|+2k)(|~α|+2k−1) = (−1) 12 |~α|(|~α|−1)(−1)k (89)
for |~γ| = |~α| + 2k and 2k = |V
(
~B
)
| − | ~B|. The latter quantity is guaranteed to be even by the parity-preserving
property of V. By the same property, we have
(−1)
∑g
i=1(|~βi||V(~βi)|+|~β′i||V(~β′i)|) = (−1)
∑g
i=1(|~βi|+|~β′i|) (90)
(−1)
∑g
i=1(|~βi||V(~βi)|+|~β′i||V(~β′i)|) = (−1)| ~B|+| ~B′| (91)
From Eq. (85) to Eq. (86), we used the particular form for the function ϕ(~βj), from
V †i C~βiVi =
{
C~βi |~βi| even
(−i)(−1)
∑
j∈~βi jCβi |~βi| odd
, (92)
where βi = ~qi/
~βi, and the phase comes from the fact that ZjZj+1 = −C~qj and C~qjck = (−1)|~qj |−kC~qj/k for |~qj | = 4.
We see there is a factor of −i for every ~βi for which |~βi| is odd. Since the sub-matrix inside the determinant of Eq. (86)
must be square, we must have
| ~B′|+ |V×g
(
~B
)
|+ |~α| = | ~B|+ |V×g
(
~B′
)
|+ |~α| (93)
|V×g
(
~B
)
| − | ~B| = |V×g
(
~B′
)
| − | ~B′| (94)
1
2
g∑
i=1
[
|V×g
(
~βi
)
| − |~βi|
]
=
1
2
g∑
i=1
[
|V×g
(
~β′i
)
| − |~β′i|
]
, (95)
and thus
(−1) 12
∑g
i=1[|V×g(~βi)|−|~βi|] = i
1
2
∑g
i=1{[|V×g(~βi)|−|~βi|]+[|V×g(~β′i)|−|~β′i|]} (96)
(−1) 12
∑g
i=1[|V×g(~βi)|−|~βi|] = (−1)
∑g
i=1
(
δ|~βi|,3+δ|~β′i|,3
)
i
1
2
∑g
i=1[||V×g(~βi)|−|~βi||+||V×g(~β′i)|−|~β′i||], (97)
and the exponent on the factor of i is the number of ~βi for which |~βi| is odd, which cancels the corresponding factor
of −i from Eq. (92).
Appendix D: Exact formula for Lightcone Boundary
We want to calculate
b2s(t) ≡

∑
~β with XsI
⊗(n−s)
or YsI
⊗(n−s) present
det
(
u~α~β
)2
(s ≥ bn/2c)
∑
~β with I⊗(s−1)Xs
or I⊗(s−1)Ys present
det
(
u~α~β
)2
(s ≤ bn/2c)
. (98)
As stated in the main text, we can apply the Jordan-Wigner transformation on the strings satisfying the condition in
each sum to obtain
b2s(t) =

∑
~β′
{
det
[
u~α(~β′,2s−1)
]2
+ det
[
u~α(~β′,2s)
]2}
(s ≥ bn/2c)∑
~β′
{
det
[
u~α([2s−2],2s−1,~β′)
]2
+ det
[
u~α([2s−2],2s,~β′)
]2}
(s ≤ bn/2c)
. (99)
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Each of these sums is of the form in Eq. (24), which we can evaluate to obtain
− b2s(t) =

det
(
0 uT2s−1,~α
u~α,2s−1 u~α[2(s−1)]uT[2(s−1)]~α
)
+ det
(
0 uT2s,~α
u~α,2s u~α[2(s−1)]uT[2(s−1)]~α
)
(s ≥ bn/2c)
det
(
0(2s−1)×(2s−1) uT([2(s−1)],2s−1),~α
u~α,([2(s−1)],2s−1) u~α[2s]u
T
[2s]~α
)
+ det
(
0(2s−1)×(2s−1) uT([2(s−1)],2s),~α
u~α,([2(s−1)],2s) u~α[2s]u
T
[2s]~α
)
(s ≤ bn/2c)
. (100)
We see that b2s(t) can therefore be evaluated efficiently as the sum of only two determinants of polynomially-sized
matrices.
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